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Abstract

We study societal bias amplification in image caption-
ing. Image captioning models have been shown to perpetu-
ate gender and racial biases, however, metrics to measure,
quantify, and evaluate the societal bias in captions are not
yet standardized. We provide a comprehensive study on the
strengths and limitations of each metric, and propose LIC,
a metric to study captioning bias amplification. We argue
that, for image captioning, it is not enough to focus on the
correct prediction of the protected attribute, and the whole
context should be taken into account. We conduct extensive
evaluation on traditional and state-of-the-art image cap-
tioning models, and surprisingly find that, by only focusing
on the protected attribute prediction, bias mitigation models
are unexpectedly amplifying bias.

1. Introduction
The presence of undesirable biases in computer vision

applications is of increasing concern. The evidence shows
that large-scale datasets, and the models trained on them,
present major imbalances in how different subgroups of
the population are represented [7, 8, 10, 47]. Detecting
and addressing these biases, often known as societal bi-
ases, has become an active research direction in our com-
munity [1, 11, 21, 30, 32, 37, 44].

Contrary to popular belief, the presence of bias in
datasets is not the only cause of unfairness [16]. Model
choices and how the systems are trained also have a large
impact on the perpetuation of societal bias. This is sup-
ported by evidence: 1) models are not only reproducing the
inequalities of the datasets but amplifying them [47], and 2)
even when trained on balanced datasets, models may still be
biased [40] as the depth of historical discrimination is more
profound than what it can be manually annotated, i.e., bias
is not always evident to the human annotator eye.

The prevalence of accuracy as the single metric to opti-
mize in most popular benchmarks [33] has made other as-
pects of the models, such as fairness, cost, or efficiency,
not a priority (and thus, something to not look into). But
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Figure 1. Measuring gender bias in MSCOCO captions [9]. For
each caption generated by humans, NIC [36], or NIC+Equalizer
[8], we show our proposed bias score for female and male at-
tributes. This bias score indicates how much a caption is biased
toward a certain protected attribute. The contribution of each word
to the bias score is shown in gray-scale (bold for the word with the
highest contribution). Gender revealing words are masked.

societal bias is a transversal problem that affects a vari-
ety of tasks within computer vision, such as facial recogni-
tion, with black women having higher error rates than white
men [7]; object classification, with kitchen objects being
associated with women with higher probabilities than with
men [47]; or pedestrian detection, with lighter skin individ-
uals showing higher detection rates than darker skin peo-
ple [42]. Although the causes of societal bias in different
computer vision systems may be similar, the consequences
are particular and require specific solutions for each task.

We examine and quantify societal bias in image caption-
ing (Figure 1). Image captioning has achieved state-of-the-
art accuracy on MSCOCO captions dataset [9] by means
of pre-trained visual and language Transformers [23]. By
leveraging very large-scale collections of data (e.g., Google
Conceptual Captions [29] with about 3.3 million image-
caption pairs crawled from the Internet), self-attention-
based models [34] have the potential to learn world repre-
sentations according to the training distribution. However,
these large amounts of data, often without (or with min-
imal) curation, conceal multiple problems, including the
normalization of abuse or the encoding of discrimination
[5,10,27]. So, once image captioning models have achieved
outstanding performance on evaluation benchmarks, a ques-
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tion arises: are these models safe and fair to everyone?
We are not the first to formulate this question. Image

captioning has been shown to reproduce gender [8] and
racial [46] bias. By demonstrating the existence of soci-
etal bias in image captioning, the pioneering work in [8] set
the indispensable seed to continue to investigate this prob-
lem, which we believe is far from being solved. We ar-
gue that one of the aspects that remains open is the quan-
tification and evaluation of societal bias in image caption-
ing. So far, a variety of metrics have been applied to as-
sess different aspects of societal bias in human and model-
generated captions, such as whether the representation of
different subgroups is balanced [8, 46] or whether the pro-
tected attributes1 values (e.g., female, male) are correctly
predicted [8, 31]. However, in Section 3, we show that cur-
rent metrics may be insufficient, as they only consider the
effects of bias perpetuation to a degree.

With the aim to identify and correct bias in image cap-
tioning, in Section 4, we propose a simple but effective met-
ric that measures not only how much biased a trained cap-
tioning model is, but also how much bias is introduced by
the model with respect to the training dataset. This sim-
ple metric allows us to conduct a comprehensive analysis
of image captioning models in terms of gender and racial
bias (Section 5), with an unexpected revelation: the gender
equalizer designed to reduce gender bias in [8] is actually
amplifying gender bias when considering the semantics of
the whole caption. This discovery highlights, even more,
the necessity of a standard, unified metric to measure bias
and bias amplification in image captioning, as the efforts
to address societal inequalities will be ineffective without a
tool to quantify how much bias a system exhibits and where
this bias is coming from. We conclude the paper with an
analysis of the limitation of the proposed metric in Section 6
and a summary of the main findings in Section 7.

2. Related work

Societal bias in computer vision The problem of bias in
large-scale computer vision datasets was first raised by Tor-
ralba and Efros in [33], where the differences in the im-
age domain between datasets were explored. Each dataset
presented different versions of the same object (e.g., cars
in Caltech [17] tended to appear sidewise, whereas in Ima-
geNet [12] were predominantly of racing type), impacting
cross-dataset generalization. But it was only recently that
societal bias in computer vision was formally investigated.

In the seminal work of Buolamwini and Gebru [7], com-
mercial face recognition applications were examined across
subgroups, demonstrating that performance was different
according to the gender and race of each individual, espe-

1Protected attribute refers to a demographic variable (age, gender, race,
etc.) that a model should not use to produce an output.

cially misclassifying women with darker skin tones. Sim-
ilarly, Zhao et al. [47] showed not only that images in
MSCOCO [25] were biased towards a certain gender, but
also that action and object recognition models amplified
such bias in their predictions. With an increased interest
in fairness, multiple methods for mitigating the effects of
dataset bias have been proposed [19, 32, 39, 40, 47].
Measuring societal bias Societal bias is a problem with
multiple layers of complexity. Even on balanced datasets,
models still perpetuate bias [40], indicating that social
stereotypes are occurring at the deepest levels of the im-
age. This makes the manual identification and annotation
of biases unfeasible. Thus, the first step towards fighting
and mitigating bias is to quantify the problem.

Bias quantification metrics have been introduced for im-
age classification. Zhao et al. [47] defined bias based on the
co-occurrence of objects and protected attributes; Wang et
al. [40] relied on the accuracy of a classifier when predicting
the protected attributed; and Wang and Russakovsky [38]
extended the definition of bias by including directionality.
In addition, REVISE [37] and CIFAR-10S [41] ease the
task of identifying bias on datasets and models, respectively.
These solutions, however, cannot be directly applied to im-
age captioning, so specific methods must be developed.
Societal bias in image captioning In image captioning
[2, 36, 43, 45] the input to the model is an image and the
output is a natural language sentence. This duality of data
modalities makes identifying bias particularly challenging,
as it can be encoded in the image and/or in the language.
The original work by Burns et al. [8] showed that captions
in MSCOCO [9] present gender imbalance and proposed
an equalizer to force captioning models to produce gender
words based on visual evidence. Recently, Zhao et al. [46]
studied racial bias from several perspectives, including vi-
sual representation, sentiment analysis, and semantics.

Each of these studies, however, uses different evaluation
protocols and definitions of bias, lacking of a standard met-
ric. To fill this gap, we propose an evaluation metric to mea-
sure not only how biased a model is, but how much it is
amplified with respect to the original (biased) dataset.

3. Analysis of fairness metrics
Bias in image captioning has been estimated using differ-

ent methods: how balanced the prediction of the protected
attributed is [8], the overlap of attention maps with segmen-
tation annotations [8], or the difference in accuracy between
the different protected attributes [46]. In this section, we
thoroughly examine existing fairness evaluation metrics and
their shortcomings when applied to image captioning.
Notation Let D denote the training split of a certain vi-
sion dataset with samples (I, y, a), where I is an image, y
is the ground-truth annotation for a certain task, and a ∈ A
is a protected attribute in set A. The validation/test split is
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denoted by D′. We assume there is a model M that makes
prediction ŷ associated with this task from the image, i.e.,
ŷ = M(I). For image captioning, we define a ground-truth
caption y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) as a sequence of n tokens.

3.1. Fairness metrics in image captioning

Difference in performance A natural strategy to show
bias in image captioning is as the difference in performance
between the subgroups of a protected attribute, in terms of
accuracy [8, 31, 46], ratio [8], or sentiment analysis [46].
Quantifying the existence of different behavior according
to demographic groups is essential to demonstrate the exis-
tence of bias in a model, but it is insufficient for a deeper
analysis, as it does not provide information on where the
bias comes from, and whether bias is being amplified by the
model. Thus, it is good practice to accompany difference in
performance with other fairness metrics.

Attribute misclassification Another common metric is to
check if the protected attribute has been correctly predicted
in the generated caption [8, 31]. This assumes that the at-
tribute can be clearly identified in a sentence, which may
be the case for some attributes, e.g., age (a young person,
a child) or gender (a woman, a man), but not for others,
e.g., skin tone. This is critical for two reasons: 1) even
when the attribute is not clearly mentioned in a caption, bias
can occur through the use of different language to describe
different demographic groups; and 2) it only considers the
prediction of the protected attribute, ignoring the rest of the
sentence which may also exhibit bias.

Right for the right reasons Introduced in [8], it measures
whether the attention activation maps when generating a
protected attribute word w in the caption, e.g., woman or
man, are located in the image region where the evidence
about the protected attribute is found, i.e., the person. This
metric quantifies the important task of whether w is gener-
ated based on the person visual evidence or, on the contrary,
on the visual context, which has been shown to be one of
the sources of bias in image captioning models. However, it
has three shortcomings: 1) it needs a shortlist of protected
attribute words, and a person segmentation map per image,
which may not always be available; 2) it assumes that vi-
sual explanations can be generated from the model, which
may not always be the case; and 3) it does not consider the
potential bias in the rest of the sentence, which (as we show
in Section 5) is another critical source of bias.

Sentence classification Lastly, Zhao et al. [46] intro-
duced the use of sentence classifiers for analyzing racial
bias. The reasoning is that if a classifier can distinguish be-
tween subgroups in the captions, the captions contain bias.
Formally, let f denote a classifier that predicts a protected
attribute in A trained over D, i.e., â = f(y), from a caption
y in an arbitrary set H of captions. If the accuracy is higher

than the chance rate, y is considered to be biased:

SC =
1

|H|
∑
y∈H

1[f(y) = a], (1)

where 1[·] is a indicator function that gives 1 when the
statement provided as the argument holds true and 0 oth-
erwise. H typically is the set of all captions generated from
the images in the test/validation split D′ of the dataset, i.e.,
H = {M(I) | I ∈ D′}.

Unlike the previous methods, this metric considers the
full context of the caption. However, a major shortcoming is
that, when bias exists on the generated data, the contributing
source is not identified. Whether the bias comes from the
model or from the training data and whether bias is being
amplified or not, cannot be concluded.

3.2. Bias amplification metrics

There is a family of metrics designed to measure bias
amplification on visual recognition tasks. We describe them
and analyze the challenges when applied to captioning.
Bias amplification Proposed in [47], it quantifies the im-
plicit correlations between model prediction ŷ = M(I) and
the protected attribute a ∈ A by means of co-occurrence,
and whether these correlations are more prominent in the
model predictions or in the training data. Let L denote the
set of possible annotations l in the given task, i.e., y and ŷ
are in L; ca and ĉa denote the numbers of co-occurrences
of a and l, counted over y and ŷ, respectively. Bias is

b̃al =
c̃al∑

a∈A c̃al
, (2)

where c̃ is either c or ĉ, and b̃ is either b or b̂, respectively.
Then, bias amplification is defined by

BA =
1

|L|
∑

a∈A,l∈L

(b̂al − bal)× 1

[
bal >

1

|A|

]
. (3)

BA > 0 means that bias is amplified by the model, and
otherwise mitigated. This metric is useful for a classifica-
tion task, such as action or image recognition, for which
the co-occurrence can be easily counted. However, one of
the major shortcomings is that it ignores that protected at-
tributes may be imbalanced in the dataset, e.g., in MSCOCO
images [25] there are 2.25 more men than women, which
causes most of objects to be correlated with men. To solve
this and other issues, Wang and Russakovsky [38] proposed
an extension called directional bias amplification.
Leakage Another way to quantify bias amplification is
leakage [40], which relies on the existence of a classifier
to predict the protected attribute a. For a sample (I, y, a) in
D with a ground-truth annotation y, a classifier f predicts
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the attribute a ∈ A from either y or ŷ = M(I). Using this,
the leakage can be formally defined as,

Leakage = λM − λD, (4)

where

λD =
1

|D|
∑

(y,a)∈D

1[f(y) = a] (5)

λM =
1

|D|
∑

(I,a)∈D

1[f(ŷ) = a] (6)

A positive leakage indicates that M amplifies the bias with
respect to the training data, and mitigates it otherwise.
Challenges The direct application of the above metrics to
image captioning presents two major challenges. Let us first
assume that, for image captioning, the set of words in the
vocabulary corresponds to the set L of annotations in Eq. (3)
under a multi-label setting. The first challenge is that these
metrics do not consider the semantics of the words: e.g.,
in the sentences a woman is cooking and a woman is mak-
ing dinner, the tokens cooking and making dinner would be
considered as different annotation l. The second challenge
is they do not consider the context of each word/task: e.g.,
the token cooking will be seen as the same task in the sen-
tence a man is cooking and in a man is not cooking.

4. Bias amplification for image captioning
We propose a metric to specifically measure bias ampli-

fication in image captioning models, borrowing some ideas
from sentence classification [46] and leakage [40]. Our met-
ric, named LIC, is built on top of the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. In an unbiased set of captions, there
should not exist differences between how demo-
graphic groups are represented.

Caption masking As discussed in Section 3, for some
protected attributes (e.g., age and gender), specific vocab-
ulary may be explicitly used in the captions. For example,
consider gender as a binary2 protected attribute a with pos-
sible values {female,male}. The sentence

A girl is playing piano,

directly reveals the protected attribute value of the caption,
i.e., female. To avoid explicit mentions to the protected at-
tribute value, we preprocess captions by masking the words
related to that attribute.3 The original sentence is then trans-
formed to the masked sentence

2Due to the availability of annotations in previous work, in this paper
we use the binary simplification of gender, acknowledging that it is not
inclusive and should be addressed in future work.

3A list of attribute-related words is needed for each protected attribute.

A girl is playing piano.

Note that this step is not always necessary, as some pro-
tected attributes are not explicitly revealed in the captions.

Caption classification We rely on a sentence classifier fs
to estimate societal bias in captions. Specifically, we encode
each masked caption y′ 4 with a natural language encoder
E to obtain a sentence embedding e, as e = E(y′). Then,
we input e into the sentence classifier fs, whose aim is to
predict the protected attribute a from y′ as

â = fs(E(y′)) (7)

E and fs are learned on a training split D. According to
Hypothesis 1, in an unbiased dataset, the classifier fs should
not find enough clues in y′ to predict the correct attribute a.
Thus, D is considered to be biased if the empirical proba-
bility p(â = a) over D is greater than the chance rate.

Bias amplification Bias amplification is defined as the
bias introduced by a model with respect to the existing bias
in the training set. To measure bias amplification, we quan-
tify the difference between the bias in the generated cap-
tions set D̂ = {ŷ = M(I) | I ∈ D} with respect to the bias
in the original captions in the training split D.

One concern with this definition, particular to image cap-
tioning, is the difference in the vocabularies used in the an-
notations and in the predictions, due to 1) the human gen-
erated captions typically come with a richer vocabulary, 2)
a model’s vocabulary is rather limited, and 3) the vocabu-
lary itself can be biased. Thus, naively applying Eq. (4) to
image captioning can underestimate bias amplification. To
mitigate this problem, we introduce noise into the original
human captions until the vocabularies in the two sets (model
generated and human generated) are aligned. Formally, let
Vann and Vpre denote the vocabularies identified for all anno-
tations and predictions in the training set, respectively. For
the annotation y = (y1, . . . , yN ), where yn is the n-th word
in y, we replace all yn in Vann but not in Vpre with a special
out-of-vocabulary token to obtain perturbed annotations y⋆,
and we train the classifier f⋆

s over {y⋆}.

The LIC metric The confidence score s⋆a is an interme-
diate result of classifier f⋆

s , i.e.,

â = f⋆
s (y

⋆) = argmaxas
⋆
a(y

⋆), (8)

and it can be interpreted as a posterior probability p(â = a |
y⋆) of the protected attribute a and can give an extra hint on
how much y⋆ is biased toward a. In order words, not only
the successful prediction rate is important to determine the
bias, but also how confident the predictions are. The same
applies to ŝa and f̂s trained with {ŷ}. We incorporate this

4If caption masking is not applied, y′ = y.
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information into the Leakage for Image Captioning metric
(LIC), through

LICD =
1

|D|
∑

(y⋆,a)∈D

s⋆a(y
⋆)1[f⋆(y⋆) = a] (9)

LICM =
1

|D̂|

∑
(ŷ,a)∈D̂

ŝa(ŷ)1[f̂(ŷ) = a], (10)

so that LIC is finally computed as

LIC = LICM − LICD. (11)

where a model is considered to amplify bias if LIC > 0. We
refer to ŝa as the bias score.

5. Experiments
Data Experiments are conducted on a subset of the
MSCOCO captions dataset [9]. Specifically, we use the im-
ages with binary gender and race annotations from [46]: fe-
male and male for gender, darker and lighter skin tone for
race.5 Annotations are available for images in the validation
set with person instances, with a total of 10, 780 images for
gender and 10, 969 for race. To train the classifiers, we use
a balanced split with equal number of images per protected
attribute value, resulting in 5, 966 for training and 662 for
test in gender, and 1, 972 for training and 220 for test in
race. Other metrics are reported on the MSCOCO val set.
Metrics We report bias using LIC, together with LICD in
Eq. (9) and LICM in Eq. (10). For gender bias, we also use
Ratio [8], Error [8], Bias Amplification (BA) [47], and Di-
rectional Bias Amplification [38]. Directional bias amplifi-
cation is computed for object → gender direction (DBAG)
and for gender → object direction (DBAO) using MSCOCO
objects [25]. For skin tone, we only use LIC, LICD, and
LICM , as there are no words we can directly associated with
race in the captions to calculate the other metrics. Accu-
racy is reported in terms of standard metrics BLEU-4 [26],
CIDEr [35], METEOR [13], and ROUGE-L [24].
Models We study bias on captions generated by the fol-
lowing models: NIC [36], SAT [43], FC [28], Att2in [28],
UpDn [2], Transformer [34], OSCAR [23], NIC+ [8], and
NIC+Equalizer [8]. NIC, SAT, FC, Att2in, and UpDn
are classical CNN [22] encoder-LSTM [18] decoder mod-
els. Transformer and OSCAR are Transformer-based [34]
models, which are the current state-of-the-art in image
captioning. NIC+ is a re-implementation of NIC in [8]
trained on the whole MSCOCO and additionally trained
on MSCOCO-Bias set consisting of images of male/female.
NIC+Equalizer is NIC+ with a gender bias mitigation loss,

5Similarly, due to the availability of annotations in previous work, we
use a binary simplification for race and skin tone. We acknowledge that
these attributes are much more complex in reality.
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a boy in a suit and tie looking at the camera (0.02)

Figure 2. Gender bias score for captions generated with OSCAR.
Masked captions are encoded with a LSTM and fed into a gender
classifier. Bias score correlates with typical gender stereotypes.

that forces the model to predict gender words only based on
the region of the person. Note that most of the pre-trained
captioning models provided by the authors are trained on
the Karpathy split [20], which uses both train and validation
splits for training. As the val set is part of our evaluation,
we retrain all the models on the MSCOCO train split only.
LIC metric details For masking, we replace pre-defined
gender-related words6 with a special token <gender>.
We do not mask any words for race prediction because race
is not commonly explicitly mentioned in the captions.

The LIC classifier is based on several fully-connected
layers on top of a natural language encoder. For the encoder,
we use a LSTM [18] for our main results. We do not initial-
ize the LSTM with pre-computed word embeddings, as they
contain bias [6, 14]. For completeness, we also report LIC
when using BERT [15], although it has also been shown to
exhibit bias [3,4] and it can affect our metric. BERT is fine-
tuned (BERT-ft) or used as is (BERT-pre). The classifier is
trained 10 times with random initializations, and the results
are reported by the average and standard deviation.

5.1. LIC analysis

We qualitatively analyze the LIC metric to verify
whether it is consistent with human intuition. We gener-
ate captions in the test set with OSCAR, mask the gender-
related words, and encode the masked captions with a
LSTM classifier to compute LIC bias score, ŝa, for the gen-
der attribute, as formulated in Section 4. Then, we manually
inspect the captions and their associated bias score.

Figure 2 shows generated captions with higher, middle,
and lower bias scores. The bias score assigned to each cap-
tion matches typical gender stereotypes. For example, the

6The list of gender-related words can be found in the appendix.
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Table 1. Gender bias and accuracy for several image captioning models. Red/green denotes the worst/best score for each metric. For bias,
lower is better. For accuracy, higher is better. BA, DBAG, and DBAO are scaled by 100. Unbiased model is LICM = 25 and LIC = 0.

Gender bias ↓ Accuracy ↑
Model LIC LICM Ratio Error BA DBAG DBAO BLEU-4 CIDEr METEOR ROUGE-L

NIC [36] 3.7 43.2 2.47 14.3 4.25 3.05 0.09 21.3 64.8 20.7 46.6
SAT [43] 5.1 44.4 2.06 7.3 1.14 3.53 0.15 32.6 98.3 25.8 54.1
FC [28] 8.6 46.4 2.07 10.1 4.01 3.85 0.28 30.5 98.0 24.7 53.5
Att2in [28] 7.6 45.9 2.06 4.1 0.32 3.60 0.29 33.2 105.0 26.1 55.6
UpDn [2] 9.0 48.0 2.15 3.7 2.78 3.61 0.28 36.5 117.0 27.7 57.5
Transformer [34] 8.7 48.4 2.18 3.6 1.22 3.25 0.12 32.3 105.3 27.0 55.1
OSCAR [23] 9.2 48.5 2.06 1.4 1.52 3.18 0.19 40.4 134.0 29.5 59.5
NIC+ [8] 7.2 46.7 2.89 12.9 6.07 2.08 0.17 27.4 84.4 23.6 50.3
NIC+Equalizer [8] 11.8 51.3 1.91 7.7 5.08 3.05 0.20 27.4 83.0 23.4 50.2

Vocabulary size

NIC

SAT

FC

Att2in

UpDn

Transformer

OSCAR

NIC+Equalizer

200 400 600 800

BLEU-4

NIC

SAT

FC
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Transformer

OSCAR

NIC+Equalizer

20 25 30 35 40
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5
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5
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LI
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LI
C

Figure 3. LIC vs. Vocabulary size (left) and BLEU-4 score (right). The size of each bubble indicates the BLEU-4 score (left) or the
vocabulary size (right). Score tends to decrease with largest vocabularies, but increase with more accurate BLEU-4 models, whereas
NIC+Equalizer [8] is presented as an outlier. The dotted lines indicate the tendency, R2 = 0.153 (left) and R2 = 0.156 (right).

third caption from the top, “a aa in a white dress holding
an umbrella”, yields a very high bias score for female, prob-
ably due to the stereotype that the people who wear dresses
and holds umbrellas tend to be women. On the contrary,
the bottom caption, “a baseball player throwing a ball on
a field”, with one of the lowest scores assigned to female,
perpetuates the stereotype that baseball players are mostly
men. Additionally, when inspecting the captions with a bias
score around 0.5, we see that the descriptions tend to be
more neutral and without strong gender stereotypes. This
support the importance of including s⋆a and ŝa in the LIC
computation, as in Eqs. (9) and (10).

5.2. Quantification of gender bias

We evaluate the gender bias of different captioning mod-
els in terms of LIC together with adaptations of existing bias
metrics. For BA, we use the top 1, 000 common words in
the captions as L, whereas for DBAG and DBAO, we use
MSCOCO objects [25]. More details can be found in the
appendix. Results are shown in Table 1. We also show the
relationship between the quality of a caption, in terms of vo-
cabulary and BLEU-4 score, with LIC in Figure 3. Finally,
we compare LIC when using different language encoders in

Table 2. The main observations are summarized below.
Observation 1.1. All the models amplify gender bias.

In Table 1, all the models have a LICM score well over the
unbiased model (LICM = 25), with the lowest score be-
ing 43.2 for NIC. When looking at LIC, which indicates
how much bias is introduced by the model with respect to
the human captions, also all the models exhibit bias ampli-
fication, again with NIC having the lowest score. NIC is
also the model that performs the worst in terms of accuracy,
which provides some hints about the relationship between
accuracy and bias amplification (Observation 1.4).

Observation 1.2. Bias metrics are not consistent. As
analyzed in Section 3, different metrics measure different
aspects of the bias, so it is expected to produce different
results, which may lead to different conclusions. Never-
theless, all the models show bias in all the metrics except
Ratio (Table 1). However, the relationship between the bias
and the models presents different tendencies. For instance,
NIC+Equalizer shows the largest bias in LIC (Observation
1.3) while Att2in has the largest bias in DBAO.

Observation 1.3. NIC+Equalizer increases gender
bias with respect to the baseline. One of the most sur-
prising findings is that even though NIC+Equalizer success-
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Table 2. Gender bias scores according to LIC, LICM , and LICD for several image captioning models. Captions are encoder with LSTM,
BERT-ft, or BERT-pre. Unbiased model is LICM = 25 and LIC = 0. It shows that LIC is consistent across different language models.

LSTM BERT-ft BERT-pre
Model LICM LICD LIC LICM LICD LIC LICM LICD LIC

NIC [36] 43.2 ± 1.5 39.5 ± 0.9 3.7 47.2 ± 2.3 48.0 ± 1.2 -0.8 43.2 ± 1.3 41.3 ± 0.9 1.9
SAT [43] 44.4 ± 1.4 39.3 ± 1.0 5.1 48.0 ± 1.1 47.7 ± 1.4 0.3 44.4 ± 1.5 41.5 ± 0.8 2.9
FC [28] 46.4 ± 1.2 37.8 ± 0.9 8.6 48.7 ± 1.9 45.8 ± 1.3 2.9 46.8 ± 1.4 40.4 ± 0.8 6.4
Att2in [28] 45.9 ± 1.1 38.3 ± 1.0 7.6 47.8 ± 2.0 46.7 ± 1.4 1.1 45.9 ± 1.2 40.9 ± 0.9 5.0
UpDn [2] 48.0 ± 1.3 39.0 ± 0.9 9.0 52.0 ± 1.0 47.3 ± 1.4 4.7 48.5 ± 1.0 41.5 ± 0.9 7.0
Transformer [34] 48.4 ± 0.8 39.7 ± 0.9 8.7 54.1 ± 1.2 48.2 ± 1.1 5.9 47.7 ± 1.2 42.2 ± 0.9 5.5
OSCAR [23] 48.5 ± 1.5 39.3 ± 0.8 9.2 52.5 ± 1.8 47.6 ± 1.2 4.9 48.1 ± 1.1 41.1 ± 0.9 7.0
NIC+ [8] 46.7 ± 1.2 39.5 ± 0.6 7.2 49.5 ± 1.4 47.7 ± 1.5 1.8 46.4 ± 1.2 41.0 ± 0.9 5.4
NIC+Equalizer [8] 51.3 ± 0.7 39.5 ± 0.9 11.8 54.8 ± 1.1 47.5 ± 1.4 7.3 49.5 ± 0.7 40.9 ± 0.9 8.6

fully mitigates gender misclassification when compared to
the baseline NIC+ (Error: 12.9 → 7.7 in Table 1), it actually
increases gender amplification bias by +4.6 in LIC. This
unwanted side-effect may be produced by the efforts of pre-
dicting gender correctly according to the image. As shown
in Figure 1, NIC+Equalizer tends to produce words that,
conversely, are strongly associated with that gender, even if
they are not in the image. Results on DBAO support this
reasoning, revealing that given a gender, NIC+Equalizer
rather produces words correlated with that gender.

Observation 1.4. LIC tends to increase with BLEU-4,
and decrease with vocabulary size. Figure 3 shows that
larger the vocabulary, the lower the LIC score. This implies
that the variety of the words used in the captions is impor-
tant to suppress gender bias. As per accuracy, we find that
the higher the BLEU-4, the larger the bias tends to be. In
other words, even though better models produce better cap-
tions, they rely on encoded clues that can identify gender.

Observation 1.5. LIC is robust against encoders. In
Table 2, we explore how the selection of language mod-
els affects the results of LIC, LICM , and LICD when using
LSTM, BERT-ft, and BERT-pre encoders. Although BERT
is known to contain gender bias itself, the tendency is main-
tained within the three language models: NIC shows the
least bias, whereas NIC+Equalizer shows the most.

5.3. Quantification of racial bias

Results for racial bias when using LSTM as encoder are
reported in Table 3, leading to the following observations.

Observation 2.1. All the models amplify racial bias.
As with gender, all models exhibits LIC > 0. The magni-
tude difference of racial bias between the models is smaller
than in the case of gender (the standard deviation of LIC
among the models is 2.4 for gender and 1.3 for race). This
indicates that racial bias is amplified without much regard to
the structure or performance of the model. In other words,
as all the models exhibit similar tendencies of bias amplifi-

Table 3. Racial bias scores according to LIC, LICM , and LICD .
Captions are not masked and are encoder with LSTM.

Model LICM LICD LIC

NIC [36] 33.3 ± 1.9 27.6 ± 1.0 5.7
SAT [43] 31.3 ± 2.3 26.8 ± 0.9 4.5
FC [28] 33.6 ± 1.0 26.0 ± 0.8 7.6
Att2in [28] 35.2 ± 2.3 26.6 ± 0.9 8.6
UpDn [2] 34.4 ± 2.1 26.6 ± 0.9 7.8
Transformer [34] 33.3 ± 2.3 27.2 ± 0.8 6.1
OSCAR [23] 32.9 ± 1.8 27.0 ± 1.0 5.9
NIC+ [8] 34.9 ± 1.5 27.3 ± 1.2 7.6
NIC+Equalizer [8] 34.5 ± 2.8 27.3 ± 0.8 7.2

cation, the problem may not only be on the model structure
itself but on how image captioning models are trained.

Observation 2.2. Racial bias is not as apparent as gen-
der bias. LICM scores in Table 3 are consistently smaller
than in Table 2. The mean of the LICM score of all the
models is 47.0 for gender and 33.7 for race, which is closer
to the random chance.

Observation 2.3. NIC+Equalizer does not increase
racial bias with respect to the baseline. Unlike for gender
bias, NIC+Equalizer does not present more racial bias am-
plification than NIC+. This indicates that forcing the model
to focus on the human area to predict the correct gender
does not negatively affect other protected attributes.

5.4. Visual and language contribution to the bias

As image captioning is a multimodal task involving vi-
sual and language information, bias can be introduced by
the image, the language, or both. Next, we investigate
which modality contributes the most to gender bias by ana-
lyzing the behavior when using partially masked images.

We define three potential sources of bias: 1) the objects
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Table 4. Gender bias results with partially masked images. ∆Unbias

shows the difference with respect to a non-biased model (LICM =
25.0), and ∆Original with respect to the non-masked case.

Model Image LICM ∆Unbias ∆Original

SAT [43] Original 44.4± 1.4 +19.4 0.0

w/o object 42.9± 1.6 +17.9 −1.5

w/o person 39.1± 1.4 +14.1 −5.3

w/o both 37.2± 0.8 +12.2 −7.2

OSCAR [23] Original 48.5± 1.5 +23.2 0.0

w/o object 46.2± 1.3 +21.2 −2.3

w/o person 39.7± 1.3 +14.7 −8.8

w/o both 39.0± 1.5 +14.0 −9.5

being correlated with the gender [38, 40, 47], 2) the gender
of the person in the image [8], and 3) the language model it-
self [3, 6]. To examine them, we mask different parts of the
image accordingly: 1) the object that exhibits the highest
correlation with gender according to the BA metric, 2) the
person, 3) both of the correlated objects and the person. We
analyze SAT [43] and OSCAR [23] as representative mod-
els of classical and state-of-the-art captioning, respectively.
The details of the experiments can be found in the appendix.
LICM scores are shown in Table 4.

Observation 3.1. The contribution of objects to gen-
der bias is minimal. Results w/o object show that masking
objects do not considerably mitigate gender bias in the gen-
erated captions. Compared to the original LICM , the score
decreases only −1.5 for SAT, and −2.3 for OSCAR, con-
cluding that objects in the image have little impact to the
gender bias in the final caption.

Observation 3.2. The contribution of people to gender
bias is higher than objects. Results w/o person show that
by masking people in the images, we can reduce bias sig-
nificantly compared to when hiding objects, indicating that
regions associated with humans are the primary source of
gender bias among the contents in the image.

Observation 3.3. Language models are a major source
of gender bias. Results w/o both show that even when the
gender-correlated objects and people are removed from the
images, the generated captions have a large bias (∆Unbias
is +12.2 for SAT, +14.0 for OSCAR). This indicates that
the language model itself is producing a large portion of the
bias. To reduce it, it may not be enough to only focus on
the visual content, but efforts should also be focused on the
language model. Figure 4 shows the generated captions and
their bias score when images are partly masked.

6. Limitations
In Section 3, we analyzed multiple fairness metrics and

their limitations when applied to image captioning. We pro-

a man riding a 
bike down a street 
(0.69)

a man on a 
skateboard on a 
sidewalk (0.87)

a man riding a 
bike down a street 
(0.65)

a person on a 
skateboard on a 
city street (0.78)

w/o person

Original

w/o both

w/o object

Female Male 

Figure 4. Generated captions and bias scores when images are
partly masked. The bias score does not decrease when the object
(bicycle) and the person (man) are masked.

posed LIC with the aim to overcome these limitations and
unify the evaluation of societal bias in image captioning.
However, LIC also presents several limitations.
Annotations LIC needs images to be annotated with their
protected attribute. Annotations are not only costly, but may
also be problematic. For example, the classification of race
is controversial and strongly associated with the cultural
values of each annotator [21], whereas gender is commonly
classified as a binary {female,male} attribute, lacking in-
clusiveness with non-binary and other-gender realities.
Training A classifier needs to be trained to make predic-
tions about the protected attributes. The initialization of the
model and the amount of training data may impact on the
final results. To mitigate this stochastic effect, we recom-
mended to report results conducted on multiple runs.
Pre-existing bias The language encoder may propagate
extra bias into the metric if using pretrained biased models,
e.g., word embeddings or BERT. To avoid this, we recom-
mend as much random weight initialization as possible.

7. Conclusion
This paper proposed LIC, a metric to quantify societal

bias amplification in image captioning. LIC is built on top
of the idea that there should not be differences between how
demographic subgroups are described in captions. The exis-
tence of a classifier that predicts gender and skin tone from
generated captions more accurately than from human cap-
tions, indicated that image captioning models amplify gen-
der and racial bias. Surprisingly, the gender equalizer de-
signed for bias mitigation presented the highest gender bias
amplification, highlighting the need of a bias amplification
metric for image captioning.
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